disability media initiative

d-m-i.us

~ "The great enemy of the truth is very often not the lie--deliberate, contrived,
and dishonest- but the myth--persistent, persuasive, and unrealistic." ~
John F. Kennedy

~ "One does not truly know a culture until one knows how its disabled people
interpret it, live it, critique it, and comment upon it." ~
Kenzaburo Oe

~ “Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much.” ~
Helen Keller

Transforming disability one story at a time

548

It’s Our Story

The disability community has known for decades that discriminatory attitudes, myths, and miscon-

Visions from the most diverse community on Earth.
Video portraits of living with, around, and for a disability.
Voices from a 60,000-mile tour of America.

from the grass roots . . .to the grass tops. . .

Welcome to the future under development. This is an opportunity for people who live with,
around, and for a disability to come together as the most diverse family on earth to share
their experiences through story, both “old” and “new”.

Over 600 hours of dialogue and 50 hours
of disability archival Footage have been
recorded with this camera.

The DMI archives profile people who live with disability everyday. That's where the power of these
stories lies. These vignettes tell a journey from social isolation to the dream of full inclusion. They

The Disability Media Initiative’s mission is to evolve policy, attitudes, and employment oppor-

represent dedicated visions that created policy, attitudes, and freedom for seven decades.

tunities for the disability community. This will be achieved through the traditions of storytelling blended with the technologies of today.

“It’s Our Story” is the story of disability, the ways things were, what it took to get here, and what it

Dialogue Summary
We are currently on a 15,000-mile, 100-day journey of America adding new voices and
images to the DMI archives that currently house over 547 video portaits and 3,000 images.
After 18 months of interviews and another 18 months of organizing, the content is ready to
be transcribed, encoded, and engineered into an accessible website that truly will free our

experience recorded :

will take to make it better. These conversations reflect the issues of their lives and our lives too,

In 1999, the World Bank asked 60,000 people living on less than a dollar a day to identify the

decade by decade.. Personal histories of conflict and resolutions, victory and failures yield diverse

biggest hurdle to their advancement. It wasn't food, shelter or health care. It was access to a

insights of what it was like, is like, and should be like to live in America with a disability.

voice. By empowering people to tell their stories, “It’s Our Story,” gives a voice to the voiceless, and to the people who long for social justice.

Family and Friends

voice.

L-R, FR: Eric Clow, Erik Barthel,
L-R, BR: Riis Larsen, Susan Parker, Scott Cooper.
Off-site team members not pictured: Gordon Fuller ·
Judy West · Bayview, ID · Victor Pineda · Westwood, CA
Michael Trujillo · San Francisco, CA

Ten perspectives of the disability

Medical and Social Models

The Fall ‘08, “Gone Postal Tour” will display the “It’s Our Story” Flag while delivering copies
of the interviews to the respondents for peer review. We’ll be concentrating on the regions
east of the Rockies in 2008 and finish west of the Rockies during the first part of 2009.

Employment and Investment

The DMI archives will connect people with information through pod-casts, web-casts,

Education and Engagement

museum exhibits and television shows. Engagement, education, and enterprise are merged to

Advocacy and Political Strategies

promote an informed attitude through our stories. “It’s Our Story” enables the power of one

Transistions and Aging

for the benefit all.

Access and Transportation

insights, experiences, and lessons of living with a disability in America through the past six

Intimacy and Sex

decades. The time has come for our stories to be heard, shaped, and told using the technol-

CST

MST

Eastern Standard Time

Central Standard Time

Mountain Standard Time

Disability Media Initiative

ogy of today for the minds of tomorrow.

135 Interviews, 18 Cities, 23 Sites

Audio/Visual

Audio/Visual

It’s Our Story

Genetic and Acquired

EST

226 Interviews, 28 Cities, 39 Sites

Arts and Cultural

We look forward to reuniting with all of you who have taken the time to contribute your

?

ception are the real disability. For the price of a low budget Hollywood film or a Super Bowl commercial, a new way of knowing how disability affects people will be built.

Thomas Edison

2.2

50’s 60’s

70’s
80’s
90’s

Audio/Visual

Seattle

Eugene

SI:”Whatever Happened to Polio”

Post-Polio Network

Missoula CIL

CALIF

Roosevelt Institute

Access Living of Chicago

Topeka CIL

Portland ILC

Eleanor Smith Collection

Memphis CIL

Liberty Resources

Houston CIL

Center for Human Policy

Gordie Haug Collection

Justin and Yoshiko Dart Colllection

CTD

Troy

Mpls / St. Paul

Rochester

Syracuse

Sex

Boston

Lansing

Milwaukee

San Francisco

Champaign-Urbana

Denver

Berkeley

Springfeild

Topeka

Toledo
Columbus

San Deigo

Indianapolis

Age

Louisville

277

269

Raleigh

15+

30+

45+

60+

75

87

273

111

Santa Fe

&

Memphis

Atlanta

Pembroke

Columbia

Phoenix

Warm Springs

Income

Charleston

-15,000

+15,000

45

104

+30,000
132

+45,000
126

+60,000
139

Austin

Houston

Education

The DMI archives will be easily accessible to everyone through the technologies of encoding, tran-

HS

Col

28

sciption, and engineering. Encoding will allow the database to be searchable by key words and
phrases, making it easy to find what you’re looking for. Transciption will provide the option of sub-

Disability easily touches a billion people. Our stories have the power of change because they are

titling. Engineering will put guests in the editor’s seat, allowing anyone to speak about the disabil-

stories of change. From deinstitutionalization to self-determination, from no access to universal

ity community’s rich history, and to voice hopes for the future. Together we can forge a dynamic

access, and from isolation to inclusion our needs and deeds to be free are relevant lessons. This

tool that will tell the story of many, through the power of the individual.

raw material contains the foundation and the power to train a new generation of media makers,
which in turn will have the power to change their world and ours with it. The DMI archives represent the hopes of millions with the ability to engage the minds of billions.

Hundreds of questions are answered in hundreds of ways by hundreds of people in the disability
community. These insights promote a deeper understanding of disability. “It’s Our Story’” has the
power to change millions of attitudes through multiple styles of online engagements that have the

“It’s Our Story” is about getting that click of a mouse, clicked. It uses high tech as much as it uses

ability to touch any community in America.

old-fashioned community engagement strategies to convey our messages. Our stories and views
need to be shared because so many people are living lives of desperation. People with disabilities

content
VOLAR

Our "slice of life" anecdotes provide an important building block for a renewed life. The words of

have the highest unemployment rate, the highest poverty rate, and the greatest social isolation

real-life role models are here to assist you. These are people who've been where you are, had the

barriers to break. Our experiences provide a unique perspective of being marginalized and suc-

thoughts you are thinking. Having online access to this vital information while homebound, hospi-

ceeding in spite of obstacles. These views deserve to be heard because it is the experience of

talized, or isolated in a rural community is achievable. More importantly, it’s the right thing to do!

nearly 20% of all humans on this planet.

▲

Donate

77

4+

6+

7+

!
247

118

76

Sticks
Story Sticks can be made

ings, these sticks represent the power of free

from any type of stick. We

speech. Story Sticks have been a part of Native

Then
Now

Winston-Salem

El Paso

perspective.

Female

Philadelphia

Lawrence

Las Vegas

Los Angeles

Washington

Washington DC

St. Louis

Male

New York

Chicago

Sacramento

be able to share their stories, while youth will be able to interpret those stories into a modern

Audio/Visual
Berkeley CIL

MontpellierPortland

Madison

information and experiences. People who have had time to understand life with a disability will

125 Interviews, 9 cities, 19 Sites

Atlantis Community

Augusta

Harrisburg

Pacific Standard Time

Toledo Ability Center

6

Missoula

~ “There is nothing so powerful as an old idea whose time has come again.” ~
Ben J. Wattenberg

Used as a tool for moderation in community meet-

How to Make
a Story STICK

Respondent Summary

Crookston

Farmington

00’s

Fred Fay Collection

43

36
28 60 34
96
0
22
80 13
0
22 8 0
17
49
17
Portland

“It’s Our Story” is manifesting the tools of storytelling for the online generation. It is a hub of

PST

60 interviews 6 Cities, 7 Sites

Regional Representation by Watersheds
15 of 18 Watersheds Visited
548 Interviews / 88 Sites / 61 Cities

Million seconds of dialogue with 10,000 images will be
transcribed, encoded, and engineered to digitally empower
the deaf to hear, the blind to see, and the mute to speak

What happened
in the

~ “To enable it to do its work naturally, every new idea
must be in some way embedded in what is old.” ~
Albert Schweitzer

~ "The test of our progress is not whether we add more to the abundance of those
who have much, it is whether we provide enough for those who have too little." ~
Franklin Delano Roosevelt

~ "We do not know one-millionth of one percent of anything. "~

chose to use bamboo for

American culture for centuries. By weaving, beading,

its durability and sustain-

and feathering sticks, people were able to create

ability. The stick you

beautiful, functional pieces of art.

choose is the foundation of
your personal story.
Whether you plan to make

We have honored this historic cultural trend by mod-

one stick or one-thousand,

Then...

We ave , B e ad ,
& Fe ath e r

found blowing in the wind.
Personally, I wash the
“found” ones in alcohol
provides a wealth of selections. I used a lot of
Turkey, Guinea, and

Beads, Shells, and Trinkets

Pheasant feathers pur-

eling the “It’s Our Story” flag as a community of

it is important to find a

I added a beaded string

individual voices coming together to create a whole

pleasing material.

to the Story Sticks. I liked

chased online. Friends who
hunt or raise birds were
another valuable resource.

the feel of the strand as it

greater than the sum of its parts.

grazed the wrist. A sort of

a spirit of one for the benefit of all. Today, Story Sticks are not as well known. Communities have
grown much larger, and the way in which communities meet and communicate has changed. A
large part of modern communication takes place on the internet.

Rosary feel to it. The
beads reminded my of all
the “beads of wisdom” that

Leather, Thread, or Yarn

We have adapted the traditional style of making Story Sticks into a digital perspective. As we
film and collect interviews, we “weave” a network of critical information vital to maintaining a
community identity. When we encode and process the data, we make the “beads” of wisdom

reveals. I strung the
The handles can be

beads, trinkets, and shells

adorned in many ways. I

using a man-made sinew.

choose remnants of leath-

Don’t forget about old

ers, various threads,yarns

jewelry and buttons as

and an occational string of

another resource.

available to everyone who wants to see them. When we share the archives online, we give

beads. Basically anything

“feathers” to the wings that let this knowledge soar across our culture.

that you can cut it strips
have to do is find a weave,

Making digital Story Sticks is a much more complicated process, but it sends the same message.

knotting pattern, or wrap-

It shows a community’s need to talk to itself. It shows dedication by individuals who want to see
their culture flourish. Story Sticks now have the power to reach a larger community with the

Wax

each person’s story

and weave will do. All you

Honest Answers

So many feathers can be

before using. The internet

Each individual voice on the flag contributes their veiws, insights, and experiences of disability in

Simple Questions,

Feathers

opening a bottle of wine. It
is the same used by some
winemakers to seal their
bottles in the traditional
way before lead. I used
this to attach the feathers
to the Story Stick and to
finish off the bottom. Be

Story Sticks of our past were made with physical objects. Hand-crafted, each one

careful when applying,you

was a representation of an individual’s lifestyle. These Story Sticks were used in

have to melt this wax to

ping motion that you can

social gatherings as a symbol of power and respect. Whoever spoke with a Story

do and begin.

Stick did so without fear of reprisal. Story Sticks gave freedom of voice to people

voices of those who they are made for.

I found this wax while

275 degrees. You can also
attach the feathers with a
thread, yarn or sinew

who wanted to share their stories.

April

Q4

wrap.

June ‘06

It was time to design some systems on how this information
could effectively be distributed to the disability community
and beyond. For three months, We searched for models

The

Struggle,

&
Simple

Fred Fay
Elmer Bartel
Chris Palames
Zoe Block
Laura Rauscher
Chris Palames

Boston, MA
Amherst, MA
Farmington, MA

Q1

Fred Fay Archive
Charlie Carr
Paul Spooner
Metro-West Archive
Steve O’Connell

July

Sept ‘05

Diane Coleman
Jim Charleton
Jack Caitlin
Karen Tamley
Carol Gill
Access Living Archives
Krista Westendorp

both traditional and emerging that could use the informaBilly Golfus
Hale Zukas
Kathy Martinez
BCIL Archives
Belinda Stradley
Patrick Connelly

Chicago, IL
Minneapolis, MN
Berkeley, CA

Q2

Oct

Dec ‘05

Dana Wray
Julie Fonseca
Zack Cobalt
LaDonna Shuckahose
Jim Budde
Jennifer Swartz

Lawrence, KS
Topeka, KS

Q2

Bob McKesic
Steve Richardson
Dennis Jackson
Mike Oxford
Teressa Groupil

Oct

Dec ‘05

Delores Salozar
Mark Salozar
Thomas Carter
Jose Lara
Maria Perez
Luis Chew

El Paso, TX
Farmington, NM

Q2

VOLAR Archives
Jim Parker
Charlene Hughs
Harold Bitsie
Lisa Auzio

Oct

Dec ‘05

Bob Joondeph
Becky Child
Sue Westwood
Michael Bailey
Janine Bertram Kemp

Portland, OR
Los Angeles, CA

Q2

Hugh Hollandberg
Cindy Soto
Louis Preston
Nancy Becker Kennedy
Lillibeth Navarro

Oct

Dec ‘05

Susan DeNova
Ken Heard
Rebecca Hurt
Ed Bachand
Mary Evilsizer

Phoenix, AZ
Las Vegas, NV

Q2

Paul Martin
Reggie Bennet
Cruz Rodriguez
Gary Slade
John Chambers

Oct

Dec ‘05

Gerald Baptiste
Michael Chavez
Michael Winters
Meho Iwakuma
Bob Gnaizda
BCIL Archives

Victor Pineda
Mary Lou Breslin
Michael Pachovas
Mary McKnew
Joelle Brouner

Berkeley, CA
Seattle, WA

Q3

Jan

March ‘06

Devva Kasnitz
Blaine Beckwith
Harley Rubenstein
Alan Toy
Charles Chin

tion acquired to further the understanding of disability in

Berkeley, CA
Los Angeles, CA

Q3

Nancy Hollandbeck
Maxi Goldberg
Louis Preston
Michael Aiken
Julia Friedman

Jan

America. Many ideas came forth through our discussions
with the disability community. We had to distill them into
achievable formats. Employment, social stigma, and community inclusion rose to the top of everybody's "to do" list.

March ‘06

We have so many people that can contribute meaningful

plain

548 Interviews
88 Locations
60,000 Miles

Sharon Campbell
Laura Gustavson
Randy Johnson
Gordie Haug Collection

Crookston, MN

Q5

ADAPT Footage
Atlanta/DC/Las Vegas
Wade/Access/Atlanta
Dart ADA Speech

July

Sept ‘06

Armand Legault
Betsy Valnes
Zemeka
Elmer Bartel
Fred Fay Award

Boston, MA
Augusta, ME
Portland, ME

July

Q5

Karen Evans
Eric Dibner
Jon Nuemann
Matt Peterson
Dennis Fitzgibbons

Rosie Miller
Jean Mankowsky Upham
Randy Lazaar
Ed Paquin
Deborah Lisi Baker

Sept ‘06

Q6

Montpelier, VT
Rochester, NY

Harriet Hall
Deborah Lisi Baker
Harriet Hall
Andy Potak
Susan Huerault

Oct

Dec ‘06

advancements who are locked out of the mainstream
consciousness. The DMI mission is to develop communication
systems capable of unlocking the chains that keeps our voices
silent. We have to strategically blend our resources to
maximize the outcomes in such a way that the disability

Jim Downey
Judy Heumann
Smithsonian Archives
Sue Swenson
Joy Elizabeth Weeber

Mark Johnson
Eleanor Smith
Steven Brown
Chris Palames
Cass Irwin
Post-Polio Network Archives

Washington DC
Warm Springs, GA
Atlanta, GA

Atlanta, GA
Louisville, KY
St. Louis, MO

Eugene Spaulding
Roosevelt Institute Archives
Becky Tuttle
Kate Gainer
Pat Puckett

Joan Headley
Jim Tuscher
Max Starkloff
Colleen Starkloff
Marca Bristo

Patrick Connelly
ADAPT Archives
Marna Arnes
Laura Hershey

Babs Johnson
John Holland
Barry Rosenberg
Larry Ruiz
Donna Smith
Judy Anderson

Berkeley, CA
Denver, CO

Denver, CO
Lawrence, KS

Jennifer Keelan
Julie Farrar
Julie Rieskin
Molly Blank

Jennifer Laird
Dawn Russell
Adapt Archives
Gina McDonald
Ranita Wilkes
Wilma Mortel

HCIL Archives
Kristen Jones
Annabelle Rios
Peg Nosek
Anthony Koosis
Lynette Bartley

William Greer
Norman Keike
Tracy Harrison
CTD Archives
Phil Haitlin

Houston, TX
Austin, TX

Austin, TX
El Paso, TX

Lex Frieden
Ron Lucey
Susan Eason
Delores Gonzales
Dennis Borrel

Ida Maiz
Rose Scott
Gramma Mary
Rosanne Banali
Matt Herrera

Stephanie Thomas
Bob Kafka
Penny Saey
CTD Archives
Frank Lozano

BJ Ashwell
Lynn McKinney
Eugene Organ
Mary Serage
Carol Patterson
Susan Sygall

Farmington, NM

Eugene, OR
Portland, OR

Teressa Banali
Martha Gleason
Arlene Simon
Douglas Holtsoi
Sherry Watson

Mark Roberts
Roberts Collection
Jocie Anderson
Pam Ring
Cartoon
Jan Campbell

Salvador Chavez
CALIF Archives
Bud Sayles
Mike Conroy
Amy Vanderveld
Margaret Jakobson

Donna Kruck
Phil Pangrazio
Gary Cochran
Bill Stokes
Jay Dashevsky
Fernando Cruz

community prospers from the effort.

Los Angeles, CA
San Diego, CA

Phoenix, AZ

John Johnson
Roberto Frias
Betty Bacon
Al Kovach
Noel Nudek

Michael Roberts
Robert Lynch
April Reed
BRIDGE Archives
Ken Weas

Jack Mays
Jack Michaels
Della Schaffer Clark
Sean Barrett
Elaine Stannard

Kitty Cone
Zona Roberts
Joan Leon
Ron Washington

Las Vegas, NV
Seattle, WA
Berkeley, CA

Berkeley, CA

Dick Stannard
Bob Carrol
Karen Braitmeyer
Toby Olson
Stephan Rosenbaum

Larry Paradis
Fred Collington
BCIL Archives
Gerald Baptiste

Duane French
Margeret Thompson
Parul Houlahan
Katie Dolan
Lizzy McNeff

Scott Lay
Juno Duentes
Krista Feck
Ken Stein
Herb Levine

Seattle, WA
Portland, OR

Portland, OR
San Francisco, CA

Joe Wykowski
Emily Holmes
John Calhoun
Bill Lynch
John Callahan

Elizabeth Grigsby
Ray Lifscher
Susan Henderson
Tom Bates
Leroy Moore

Jack Robertson
Bill Bodry
Chet Cooper
Phillip Ajofoyinbo
Cindi Jones

Don Hyslop
Marty Omoto
Terresa Favuzzi
Dr. Bill Bronston
Jan Garrett
Joan Breves

Los Angeles, CA
San Diego, CA
Sacramanto, CA

Sacramanto, CA
Berkeley, CA

Paul Clatey
Catherine Kelly Baird
Mike Collins

Gerald Baptiste
Lee Williams
Janine Harrison
BCIL Archives

Q5

Mike Beers
Bob Liston
Marsha Katz
Mike Mayer
Alexandra Enders
Travis Hoffman

July

Missoula, MT
Crookston, MN

Sept ‘06

Jude Monson
MCIL Archives
John Johnson
Bob Nisbit
Haug Archives
Chuck Campbell

Vivian Nelson
David Hancox
Colleen Wieck
Mary O’Hara Anderson
Bobbi Cordona

Amy
Hillary Jorgenson
Stephanie
Starbucks Youth Action
Joe Hall
Candice Clark

Minneapolis, MN

Washington DC
Boston, MA

Rick Cardenas
Walt Siebert
John Tschida
MCIL Archives

ADAPT Hyatt
Roy Grizzard
Rebecca Hart
Elmer Bartels
Marie Trottier
Edward Aherns

John Chappelle
Jim Durant
Susan Levine
Bill Kiernan

Fred Fay
Patricio Figueroa
Denise Figueroa
Arlene Kantor
Steven Taylor

Boston, MA

Albany, NY
Syracuse, NY
Montpelier, VT

Regina Snowden
Mary and Joanne Bartel
Michael Muehe

Mahasan Mohamed Ali
Bonnie Schultz
Max Burrows
Karen Noone
Sara Wendell

Kathy Tanchick
Gene Spinning
Shelly Lou Perrin
Chris Hilderbrandt
Barbara Floyd
Tom Zraik

Ellen Weaver
Marsha Moers
Al Swain
Harry Smith
Lynn Jondahl
Dohn Hoyle

Montpelier, VT
Rochester, NY
Toledo, OH

Lansing, MI
Milwaukee, WI

Tim Harrington
Jennifer Kirby
Mario Duncan
Peter Wagnor
Dan Wilkins

Nicole
Leonard Sawisch
Scott Luber
Lee Schultz
Ally Kriotske
Diane Sullivan

~ "We do not know one-millionth of one percent of anything. "~
Thomas Edison

d-m-i.us

Catalog

Design
technology into an accesible

organize the data so that it

website capable of blending

could be arranged into a

archived and uploaded con-

presentable format. This

tent into stories for the 21st

step consumed over 800

century. The result will begin

hours of labor. Now that

creating digital Story Sticks

used on the internet.

community sees itself..

A Tool to
Free Our Voice

U/ed i t

by capturing high-quality

ALL

views, and advocates will be able to articulate the causes they fight for. This vast pool of resources

It’s Our Story Blog

One Question,

▲

the heart in ways never
.
before imagined. A digital

Voices

This is just one example of how the DMI archives can compliment a high school student’s educa-

The innovative concept that drives “It’s Our Story” is unique because it invites the online commu-

tional experience while contributing content to the “It’s Our Story” mission of freeing our voice to

nity to create the dialogue. It turns the process of creation on its head; rather than a dialogue of

the online world and beyond.

Encode

the community blog is
functional, people will be

Share

able to use their own video

Online editing tools of today are the new
story sticks of our time. The online editor

Encoding is a process linked

Sharing represents the

to transcription. The inter-

end result of our efforts.

coupled with the DMI Archives and Affiliates

views must be converted

The critical lessons of the

will faciltate the tools for online story-telling.

into text dialogues so that

past will be formatted for

computers can match

the online generation to

search criteria to relevant

bring the experience of

results. Encoding makes it

disability to the next level.

possible to edit the inter-

A state of “being” will be

views so that online users

created that propels our

experience the ability to create an online voice to craft change with. The results

can craft their own stories

past into the future using

will shape our future by utiliizing the tools available to us today for the story-

from the data.

the tools of today.

devices to add their voice.

Digital Story Sticks are complex, there is a lot of technical expertise involved.
Thankfully, as technology advances, this process becomes more accessible. The
“It’s Our Story” web-site will enable people who have an interest in the disabilitiy

Eric Clow produced It's Just Us: Taking a Stand While Sitting Down for his 2006 National History

online community to create “It’s Our Story”.

Day presentation sponsored by the Constitutional Rights Foundation. The ten-minute film placed

1

The result will be something never before attempted on such a huge scale for people with disabili-

A LL

ties. We will monitor the website and the storylines created by its users. Artists will blend the dia-

logues crafted by the community into a presentable format that can eventually be produced into a
marketable DVD collection.

Anyone with a passion to create a story
of living with a disability in America will be
able to make a movie, enhance an educational endeavor, or use it as a resource for
community engagement.

tellers of tomorrow.

Storytelling is a pursuit that is as vital today

second in the California History Day competition despite the fact that none of the history teachers

as it was thousands of years ago. “It’s Our

judging the film knew of the Independent Living or Disability Rights Movements. To date, Eric

Story,” begins to decipher the experience of

Clow has been the only editor to have access to the DMI archives. His desire to learn how to make

disability by empowering people to craft material capable of transforming attitudes.

movies is the initial spark that led to the creation of the “It’s Our Story,” mission of enabling the

A 5-minute edited clip represents 0.00007
of content from a simulated search that

The DMI archives is a history of ideas that the

be better citizens if our culture understood the complete scale of the disability experience. We

disability community has lived through. Once

simply cannot exclude disability from our history because disability defines our history. Our children

digitized into an accessible website, these 600

need an understanding of what came before them, so they may better identify with their own ex-

hours of conversations provide the tools to

perience. Our story has the power to change perceptions. We have the ability to create a positive

make the story of disability understood in

image of disability.

ways never before imagined.

It’s Our Story
from the grass roots . . .to the grass tops. . .

without

Dr. Bill Bronston -

▲

...

Kirsten Dunham
Andrew Lackey
Judy Parker
Tim Nugent

St. Louis, MS
Champaign-Urbana, IL
Indianapolis, ID

Tom Jones
Emma Louis Sullivan
Ric Edwards
Ron Brown

Barbara Ornstein
Amy Selders
Gill Selders
Steve Gold

Linda Dezenski
Harvey Finkel
Spitfire
Bazhena Barker
Tom Earle

Harrisburg, PA
Philadelphia, PA

Kelly Anthony
Dale Brown
Andy Imparato
Rebecca Hare

Chai Feldblum
Jeff Rosen
Cinda Hughes
Marcie Roth
John Kemp

Washington DC

Edward Smith
Karen Stallings
Stacy Milburn
Cindy Crouse-Martin
Jeremy Block

Accessibility Options

..

Raliegh, NC
Columbia, SC

new content while enhancing a community stream of consciousness.

entire community of online editors with access
to the DMI Archives. The 61 full responses can
be viewed on our website, www.d-m-i.us

Deborah Cunningham
Red Ferrarri
Louis Patrick
Angela VonMaurer
Peter Wimmer

Decatuer, GA
Memphis, TN

Valerie Walasek
Beth Haller
Gay Reich
Susan Daniels
Marcie Goldstein

Memphis, TN
Washington DC

Ralph Neas
Curt Decker
Bobby Coward
John Wodatch
Rayna Aylward

Jane Jackson
Neil Jacobsen
Deborah Kaplan
BJ Sexton
Alex Ghenis

Transcribe
Encode
Engineer
Design
License
Install

On the most basic level you can produce traditional story sticks from many objects found in your
house, old jewelry, knick-knacks, leather jackets, clothing, and the feathers that float through
your neighborhood. You can sell these yourself, or send them to us and we will find an owner for
you.

The most urgent tasks are prioritized as follows: transcription allows the deaf to hear, encoding
enables the blind to see, and digital engineering empowers the mute to speak. These are three

provoke, inspire, and support the development of an online voice. It’s a personal

form of history that will be born of the people, for the people, and by the people. The “It’s Our Story” flag will be installed at a site

scrapbook that will remain private until you’re ready to unleash your contributions to

of your choosing with a completed digital story stick. This is a one of a kind opportunity for one who has much to give to many

the online world.

who have little to lose.

Sept ‘07
All the footage was captured by Live Capture Plus and cataloged with CATDV programs.
These are network-quality programs that enable the data captured to be intergrated
into most database configurations. This means that our data is versatile; it can be used
as compressed web videos, or it can be broadcast on national television. 800 hours of

burned into a low res DVD copy of the raw footage. 117
dvds are now ready for transcription and encoding. A

100k

Encoding of data to create searchable database

100k

Our

Engineering of online editing machine to create stories

Fiscal
agent

You can purchase the “It’s Our Story” Flag that will literally make history for years to come. For $548,000.00 you will empower the

scribed and encoded it must have a time-code window

Transcription to allow subtitles and increase workability

100k

Design website to increase accessability and community

100k

License material to ensure peer ownership

100k

Final install

48k

Foundation, a 501(C)3 Non-profit organization as our first fiscal agent to handle our initial

care for them. Your legacy will be forever linked to the experience of being disabled in America. Your heroic gift will usher in a new

July

548k

Following the DMI vision of youth first empowerment, we have selected the Victor Pineda

The blog component is made for you to contribute images, video, and thoughts to

Larry Burkholder
Chris Mullin
Kam Moore
Jesse Bracisco
Thu Phan

Berkeley, CA

ability and change our world.

online world to change the reality for 54 million Americans with disabilities, the families who support them and the people who

Disability Media Initiative

Imagine the stories that will be created by an

hours to go. We are midway to building a tool that will allow anyone to narrate the story of dis-

SALE

server until ours is developed. This digital link will be an intergral part of building

It’s Our Story

content available in the DMI archives.

thing and make this happen. With or without money this will be done, the only difference is your support makes the “when” happen “now”.

at a time. Over 10,000 hours of labor has been put into this mission and we have another 10,000

cataloging is still needed after the transcription and encoding processes are completed.
Our current financial constraints force us to emlpoy overseas data services, but we
would like to find competitive rates here in America. Is there someone out there that

funding drive. Victor Pineda exemplifies our vision of supporting emerging disability media
talent and in doing so, they support us.

To date, we have not asked for any financial support beyond our ability to raise funds through
personal equity, family, and friends. Exceptions to that rule are the donations recieved from
Yoshiko Dart in 2007 and 2008 and Dr. Boyles of the Disability History Museum in which we
are eternally grateful for their giving spirit without being asked, they gave. Thank You. . .

GIVE

744

Story Sticks were crafted to use for the creation of the
“It’s Our Story” Flag. Each Story Stick represents a
voice that is, or will be a part of the DMI archives.

Start
with
Art

The “It’s Our Story” Flag is a conceptual
art piece that measures 12’ x 19’ feet.
The Flag will be campaigning across
America during the fall of 2008. It is
comprised of 744 handmade Story
Sticks that represent video portraits
from 61 cities. Over 542 of these interviews will be available for viewing via
mini dvd players.

can make this come to fruition?

$200,000.00 process is now a necessary expense for the

Oct

Dec ‘06

Oct

Q6

Dec ‘06

Oct

Q6

Dec ‘06

Oct

Q6

Dec ‘06

Oct

Q6

Dec ‘06

Q6

Oct

Dec ‘06

Q7

Jan

March ‘07

Q8

April

June ‘07

This quarter was devoted to manifesting two visions: one for

Articulation
of Vision
Madison, WI
Chicago, IL

Stephen Drake
Zena Nadich
Shel Trapp
Charles Chapman
Robert Kilbury

Melissa Medill
Paul Shankland
Karen Vaughn
Scott Lisner
Sue Hetrick

Indianapolis, ID
Columbus, OH

Kathy Hatch
Tim Cody
Michael Martin
Ken Campbell

Filomena Ward
Carol Marfisi
Ziggy Shapiro
Keith Jones
Mary Ellen McRae

Philadelphia, PA
Boston, MA
New York, NY

Janna Zwerner
Judy Chamberlin
Ken Schlosser
Carr Massi

Fred Weiner
Bobby Silverstein
Jim Gashell
Isaac Huff
Joe Shapiro
Erica Nash

Washington DC

Richard Horne
Judy Heumann
Daniel Davis
Jim Ward
Becky Ogle

Maris Burton
Tanya Nevist
Allen Corbett
John Lee Knuckles
Deb Moses

Columbia, SC
Charleston, SC

Julia Sain
Harriet McBryde-Johnson
Michael Godkin
Gilbert Smith
Sheila Dull

Antonio Harris
Sarah Edwards
Marcus Baker

Memphis, TN

Randy Alexander
Lynda Barnes
Sher Stewart
Glenn Bailly

Dick Thornburgh
Ginny Thornburgh
Phil Caulkins
Don Galloway
George Jeisen

Washington DC

Sue Suter
I King Jordan
Patricia Morrissey
Jose Pineda

650 hours of footage to become a searchable database.
Online accessibility costs price most disability endeavors
Over 600 hours of dialogue and 50 hours
of disability archival footage have been
time-code embeded with this DVCAM Deck.

the short-term with limited resources, and one for the long

these hurdles for our voices to be heard. Any support to

term when funding partners become available. Two very
different financial scenarios were set into motion. The longterm mission is to impliment a three-phase, 10-million dollar

Q10

Oct

hear, the blind to see, and the mute to speak. Start-up costs of $548,000 are needed to

Our initial catalog was created while we were uploading over 650 hours of raw footage to the hard drives.
This process enables us to be anywhere, anytime the

Jeff Moyer
Tim Stubbins
Brenda Curtis
Laura Glozier
Jon Lorence

Columbus, OH
Washington, PA
Harrisburg, PA

Bob Romero
Kathleen Kleinmann
Daryl Laninga
Ed Spreha

Jim Weisman
Harilyn Rousso
Linda Blair
Elaine Kolb
Susan Dooha

New York, NY
Washington DC

Paula Wolf
Mary Jane Owens
Marissa Johnson
John Lancaster
John Chappelle

Karen Crumbliss
Keisha Lee
Megan Jones
Ellen Perry
Adonis Brown

Winston-Salem, NC
Raliegh, NC

Amanda Dull
Jamison Rouse
John O’Brian
Sue Jamison
Louis Fricks

Charleston, SC
Decatuer, GA

Beth Tumlin
Bernard Baker
Ann Rosewater
Anil Lewis
Lois Curtis

Gary Arnold
Karen McCullough
Katie Kiety
Marca Bristo

Chicago,IL

David Mitchell
Alberto Barrera
Mike Ervin
Christine Wilke

Lisa Walker
Larry Roffe
Margaret Roffe
Tracee Garnett

Washington DC

Peter Squire
Kathi Wolfe
Karen Peltz-Strauss
Bobby Coward

This website is a evolutionary tool that will free the voices and visual materials contained in

opportunitity arises to deliver high-res, broadcast

the DMI archives. More importantly, it will begin a process of discovery to be shared with

quality content to any server in the world. The initial

anyone who has an interest in connecting themselves to the most diversified community on

pass consumed over 850 hours of human labor. We

and for a disability reside for the purpose of sharing their truths.

cropped portraits for the DVD cover art. The remaining 2,500 crops were of pictures, video, and art docu-

Over 600 hours of dialogue and 50 hours of
disability archival footage have been uploaded
to a 16.5 Terabyte Hard Drives System.

are now ready to deliver the goods.

Q12

April

June ‘08

Q13

July

Visit our website@www.d-m-i.us

Sept ‘08

Each Story stick goes through three distinct processes of creation: weaving, beading,
and feathering. These three steps are metaphors for the deeper meaning behind every
Story Stick. Weaving represents the intricate fabric of experience contained within
each person’s individual story. The beads are symbols of the many “beads” of wisdom
to be discovered within each personal tale. The finishing touch of the feathers expresses the hope that these voices will be able to take flight and reach even the farthest corners of the world with their powerful message.

mented from 19 different collections across America.
Once this was acheived, 117 DVD Covers were designed using the cropped portraits and archival footOver 1200 DVDs of interviews and
disability archival footage have been
printedand are ready to be mailed
to respondents for review.

age.

July 4th, 2008
The first construction of the Flag

Each DVD was then duped and printed, 6 per cover, 4

took place in Lakeport, CA
on Independence Day.

for the complete sets of the raw footage, 1 for the
person interviewed for review, and one for each host
location. They are ready to be mailed off to each location and respondent when $5,000 is raised to cover
the mailing costs of communication with 548 respondents and 88 locations across America.

It would be six weeks before
the Flag would evolve into its
finished form.

It’s Our Story
from the grass roots . . .to the grass tops. . .
High

ENTER SITE

▲

Eric Guidish
The Pritchards
Joanne Bayer

4,000 images for the archives. 1,500 of these were

Dec ‘07

CATALOG

The short-term strategy concentrates on crafting a website capable of allowing the deaf to

expression of disability in America, one editor at a time.

Springfield, IL

March ‘08

This quarter involved cropping and cataloging over

investment strategy resulting in a 100-million dollar impact.

Earth. It will be a place where the realities, ideas, and hopes of people living with, around,

Jan

PRINT

into non-existence. We must find a way to overcome

achieve this goal are welcome.

impliment a truly accessible website that empowers the online world to create a narrative

Denise Mercado
Gregory Best
Rene Cummings
Pat Carver
Barton Cutter
Bill Morris

Q11

▲

Q6

Ann Ford
Pete Roberts
Debbie Davis
Jennifer Hayes

ies, and uploaded to 16.5 terabytes of harddrives. Everything is ready for the next tasks at hand. All we need are people like you to do the right

Flag 4

viewed and inviting new voices to be heard. These will be hosted on an independent

COPY
Jessica Long
Betty Anderson
Micheal Hienrich
Laural Ryan
Angie Shown

ing well in nine, and running seamlessly in twelve . All the prep work is done, the footage is archived, duped to four timecode embedded DVD librar-

willing to contribute your knowledge to make “It’s Our Story” a reality sooner than later.

▲

Over the next few months we will be creating personal blogs for every person inter-

hours of “It’s Our Story” footage would

Q9

Martha Brock
John Dalrymple
Chet Mottershead
Leslie Young
Tanya Thompson

With funding of $548,000.00 secured, we will have a beta version of the “It’s Our Story” digital story stick up and running in three months, perform-

Low

disability media initiative

www.d-m-i.us
Transforming disability one story at a time

▲

Molly Cisco
Ann Falconer
Fayth Kail
Dick Pomo
Dan Johnson

Anne Frank

connect with anyone in cyberspace. Your skills are as good as money, please contact us if you are

Before the content of the DMI archives can be tran-

Milwaukee, WI
Madison, WI

$
SAYING

inescapable duties that must be acheived before our voices can be accessible and truly free to

recieved 61 individual responses. Over 2.25

asked. That represents only 1/3 of 1% of the

“It’s Our Story” is a collection of inside knowledge that the world needs to know about. We would

...

...

become available if this one question was

power of one for all.

With

Or

Deborah Kaplan -

..

It’s Our Story

“one for all - all for one” in a completly new way. This is achieved by giving the power of edit to the

▲

...

one going out to all, it is the dialogue of all going to one. In essence, it reaffirms the attitude of

as the foundation for our

Tracy Miller
Steve Veriden
Owen McCuster
Dylan Abraham
Jim Glozier

Pictures

Why is this project so important ?

Please login or sign up

Latest Posts:

Videos

profiles will searchable by: issue, culture, and demographic viewpoints.

story stick will be born.

~ “No one has ever become poor by giving.” ~

Your time is as valuable as your money. Many hours are needed before the online world can begin

d-m-i.us/itsourstory.blog

Welcome!

Accounts

drag, and drop process allows even inexperienced editors to share their perspectives. The individual

individuals. This will serve
online community. When

Main

invites users of all ages and aptitudes to participate in crafting a community voice. A simple search,

video portraits of over 500

Midge Dunrouin
Norman Hansen
Tom Havacek
Eve Eisman
Toby Tyler
Roxanne Perez

Create our Destiny

~ “Receive no more than you need, give no less than you can.” ~

to edit our voices into new stories that transform disability from the head to the heart, one story

The Power of One
for All

Students will be able to create unique educational projects, artists will be able to express new

experience from the head to

cataloged, it is ready to be
encoded so that it can be

Native American Proverb

the archives has the power to change the way the world sees disability, and the way the disability

to transform the disability

the bulk of our data is

We began our process of

Albert Szent Gyorgi

~ “It takes a thousand voices to tell a single story.” ~

know what it’s like, and directly to those who want to know how it is. The content contained within

transforming cutting edge

was cataloging. We had to

Film

1

The design process involves

The next phase involved

Now...

~”The highest art. . . sets down its creation and trusts
in their magic, without fear of not being understood.” ~
Hermann Hesse

~ "Discovery is seeing what everybody else has seen and thinking what nobody else has thought." ~

“It’s Our Story” is an inside view of life’s reality with a disability. It speaks directly from those who

Transforming disability one story at a time

Film, Encode,
& Share

4
~ “ The only way to predict the future is to have power to shape the future." ~
Eric Hoffer

disability media initiative

